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property, or of securing a tax deed,
are hereby confirmed, and said deeds
and any deed or contract executed
under this section shall vest in the
purchaser, as of the date of said deed,
or contract, all the right, title, interest, estate, lien, claim and demand
of the State of Montana, and of the
county, in and to said real estate,
$: * *."
This provision of the law is curative in character. It operates only on
conditions already existing, and, in
a sense, can have no prospective operation. A retrospective statute curing defects where they are, in their
nature, irregularities only, and do not
extend to matters of jurisdiction, is
not void on constitutional grounds,
but the healing statute must in all
cases be confined to validating acts
which the legislature might previously have authorized. If the thing wanting, or· which failed to be done; is
something the necessity for which the
legislature might have dispensed with
by prior statute, then it is not beyond
the power of the legislature to dispense with it by a subsequent statute.
And if the irregularity consists in
doing some act, or in the mode or
manner of doing some act, which the
legislature might have made immaterial by prior law, it is equally competent to make the same immaterial
by subsequent law. Lamont v. Yinger,
61 Mont. 530; Snidow v. Montana
Home for the Aged, 88 Mont. 337;
Martin v. Glacier County, decided by
Supreme Court April 11, 1936.) A
"curative act," in the ordinary sense
of that term, is a retrospective law,
acting on past cases and existing
rights. (Inhabitants of Otisfield v.
Scribner, 151 AU. 670.) A curative
act is one intended to give legal effect to some past act or transaction
which is ineffective because of neglect
to comply with some requirement of
law. (Anderson v. Lehmkuhl, 229 N.
W. 773.) A curative statute is one
enacted to cure past irregularities
which are not jurisdictional. (Dunkum v. Maceck Bldg. Corp., 176 N.
E. 392.)

Section 2235, Revised Codes 1921,
was amended by Section 3 of Chapter
85, Laws of 1927; again by Section
1 of Chapter 162, Laws of 1929, and
finally by Section 1 of Chapter 33,
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Laws of Extraordinary Session 19331934. The paragraph above quoted
first appeared in said Section 3, was
repeated without change in the 1929
amendment, and is now found verbatim in the 1933-1934 amendment.
The re-enactment of the curative part
of the 1927 Act did not change its
meaning or extend its operation in
any degree. It did not cure or in anywise affect any act done after the
date of its passage and approval,
which was March 8, 1927. (Snidow v.
Montana Home for the Aged, supra.)
Opinion No. 266.

Fish and Game-Seasons, Changes of
HELD: 1. The State Fish and Game
Commission may not increase the duration of hunting or fishing seasons.
2. The State Fish and Game Commission may fix an open hunting or
fishing season of the same duration
as is fixed by statute, but at an earlier or later period in the year, if
such change is made to assure the
maintenance of an adequate supply
of fish or game.
April 14, 1936.
Mr. Kenneth F. MacDonald
State Fish and Game Warden
The Capitol
You ask:
"Would the Fish and Game Commission have authority to declare
the season on elk and deer open earlier than provided in Section 3696
and Section 3697 of the statutes, in
veiw of a bill passed at the last session of the legislature amending
Section 3653 and giving to the Commission the following authority?
"Quote from Section 3653: 'It
shall have authority to fix seasons
and bag limits or shorten or close
seasons on any species of game, bird,
fish or furbearing animal in any
specified locality or location or the
entire state, when it shall find after
said investigation that such action
is necessary to assure the maintenance of an adequate supply thereof.
The statutes now governing such
subjects shall continue in full force
and effect, except as altered or mod-
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ified by rules and regulations promulgated by the commission'."
This amendment to the statute
clearly authorizes the shortening of
hunting and fishing seasons when necessary to assure the maintenance of
an adequate supply of fish or game.
Apparently this was the primary object of the statute. It is true the
statute does authorize the commission to fix seasons. This should be
construed with that portion of the
same sentence which refers to its
necessity in order to assure the maintenance of an adequate supply of fish
or game. To extend the hunting or
fishing season cannot be justified on
the ground that same will thus assure such adequate supply. It is,
therefore, held that the board may
not increase the duration of hunting
or fishing seasons by reason of this
statute.
It may be that the above does not
answer fully the question submitted,
and that it is desired to know if, under the statute, the commission may
fix an open season of the same duration, but at an earlier or later period
in the year, in place of the time fixed
by the prior statute. If such change
is made to assure the maintenance of
an adequate supply of fish or game,
this statute is sufficiently broad in
its language to warrant such change.
However, the same could not be
made for any other reason than that
mentioned in the statute-to assure
the maintenance of an adequate supply of fish or game.
Opinion No. 267.

Grazing Associations-Montana Grazing Commission.
HELD: Laws relating to organization of grazing associations, and powers of Montana Grazing Commission,
with relation thereto, are construed.

April 14, 1936.
Mr. Nic W. Monte
Administrator, Montana Grazing
Commission
Miles City, Montana
You have submitted to the Attorney
General a number of questions in re-

lation to the Montana Grazing Commission. With your request for an
opinion you enclosed a memorandum
in relation to the law, an outline of
procedure by the Montana Grazing
Commission, and rules and regulations of associations operating under
by-laws approved by the Montana
Grazing Commission, and, also, a protest and objections in the matter of
Wayne Creek Cooperative Association.
Your first question is as follows:
"1. Is the outline of the' procedure
or approval as adopted by the Montana Grazing Commission legal?"
From an examination of the papers
covering this procedure, we do not
discover anything illegal in such outline.
"2. Is it necessary for a Grazing·
Association, incorporated under the
Grazing Act of the State of Montana, Laws of 1935, to receive the
approval of the Grazing Commission
before the Grazing Association is
deemed legally organized?"
From an examination of the law
it appears that a grazing associatio~
may organize in accordance with Section 1 of Chapter 195, Laws of 1935,
in a manner very similar to other
corporations. In the final organization steps, set forth in this section,
from Subdivision 5 of Section 2 of the
same act, it appears that the grazing
association must comply with the regulations of the Montana Grazing
Commission. By Section 4 of the
Act, the adoption of by-laws is required, and such by-laws must be approved by the Montana Grazing Commission. We do not find anywhere in
the law a provision that the approval
of the Grazing Commission is necessary before a grazing association is
legally organized.
"3. Where an association is organized under the provIsIons of
Chapter 66, Laws of 1933, is it necessary for said association to conform
to the 'terms and conditions of Chapter 195, Laws of 1935', and to what
extent does Section 13 of said Chapter 195, as a saving clause, exempt
such an association from complying
with the terms and conditions of
Chapter 195?"
In Section 4 it is provided that each

